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3:55 PM
(2 hours
ago)

to Patricia.Klee
Dear Representative Klee,
I'm writing in regards to the canned statement you are responding to your constituents in reference to Senate
Bill 12.
I just want to verify that you are calling the woman who was wrongfully denied her pistol/revolver license a liar
who somehow had foresight that her police department was going to deny her after having approved her
(without checking references) two times previously?
I'd like to know if you plan to stick by your statement that you don't believe she spent thousands of dollars and
that she somehow 'set up' this case against her police department?
Did you know - the woman did indeed include the addresses - those are required on the application, phone
numbers are not. Also, her police department denied her before following protocol to actually get the
verification from her references - they denied her before the 14 days because they didn't do their due diligence.
It appears you are making false assumptions AND false accusations.
Also, did you get your canned response information from Granite State Progress?
I'll be writing about your response and would like to include any commentary in regards to my questions.
Thank You,
Kimberly Morin

Klee, Patricia

4:23 PM
(2 hours
ago)

to me
Ms Morin - in my entire life I have NEVER called anyone a liar (well maybe as a child but NEVER as an
adult). I did not give any "canned" response. Even though I may have answered more than one individual with
the same data it is surely not a "canned" response. I am humbly sorry if my decision to vote to maintain the
current standard of permitting differs from yours but I have spoken to many people on both sides of this issue. I
do understand the issues that plague a person who is out hunting and wants to stop at the corner store. They
don't want to blatantly leave their weapons out in public view to cause any form of anxiety for citizens but again
as I continue to say the small percentage of denied conceal carry permits again does not warrant a change in
the law.
I understand living in a cold climate one may want to keep their weapon tucked under their coat or the fact that
a person may not want to carry their gun openly for privacy and social reasons. I completely respect that but
again I do not think that a $10 permit is too much of a burden to any citizen.

I also do not accept a need for a change to the laws as a "just in case" I leave my hand gun in my glove box. I
apologize to you if I have offended anyone. It was not my intention. I am a new legislator and I made a promise
to those that voted for me to be open and transparent. I have done my best to do that very thing.
Again I respect ANY persons opinion even if different from mine. I never go into a conversation 100%
convinced that I am correct as I find that usually I will learn more if I listen. In this case I have spent the last
couple of weeks listening and truly doing my due diligence. As a daughter of a hunter I grew up in a household
with both hunting rifles and handguns so I learned to respect both the gun and the shooter. Truthfully those
rifles hung in my bedroom as a child. As I state to most people I hope that one day we are on the same side of
the issue but today I am sorry that we are not.
I also am very aware that there is a strong GOP as well as Democratic support for this bill and I feel strongly
that it will pass as it did in the Senate. The governor has promised to sign it upon passage so truthfully I don't
think my single vote will effect the outcome.
As an aside I have heard less for's than against's within my District but again I don't vote on public opinion. I
am doing my best to see both sides and make an educated vote.
Sincerely,
Patricia Klee, State Representative
Proud to Represent
Hillsborough District 30
Nashua Ward 3
603-966-0979
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4:28 PM
(2 hours
ago)

to Patricia
Thank You for your response Ms. Klee but you did not answer my questions.
I just want to verify that you are calling the woman who was wrongfully denied her pistol/revolver license a liar
who somehow had foresight that her police department was going to deny her after having approved her
(without checking references) two times previously? (I'm not sure what term you would use when saying
someone isn't telling the truth. Maybe you have a different word for it??)
I'd like to know if you plan to stick by your statement that you don't believe she spent thousands of dollars and
that she somehow 'set up' this case against her police department?
Her case isn't an opinion Ms. Klee, it's a documented court case in the state of New Hampshire.
Thank for answering the question about the 'canned' response. Very much appreciated.
Kimberly Morin

Klee, Patricia

4:30 PM
(2 hours
ago)

to me
I most certainly did answer. Please have a pleasant evening.
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4:33 PM
(2 hours
ago)

to Patricia
Thank you Ms. Klee. You have a wonderful evening as well.

Klee, Patricia

4:49 PM
(1 hour
ago)

to me
Ms Morin - I must admit that this back and forth with you has truly made me very uncomfortable. I pride myself
on being the most honest and truly forthright person that I can be... I apologize if I have come off flippant or
rude again not my intention. I honestly hope that you forgive any perceived rudeness on my part albeit
unintentional does not make it acceptable.
Again with all sincerity please have a wonderful evening.

